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Abstract
Bokeh effect is a natural shallow depth-of-field phenomenon that blurs the out-of-focus part in photography. In
pursuit of aesthetically pleasing photos, people usually regard the bokeh effect as an indispensable part of the photo.
Due to its natural advantage and universality, as well as
the fact that many visual recognition tasks can already be
negatively affected by the ‘natural bokeh’ phenomenon, in
this work, we systematically study the bokeh effect from a
new angle, i.e., adversarial bokeh attack (AdvBokeh) that
aims to embed calculated deceptive information into the
bokeh generation and produce a natural adversarial example without any human-noticeable noise artifacts. To this
end, we first propose a Depth-guided Bokeh Synthesis Network (DebsNet) that is able to flexibly synthesis, refocus,
and adjust the level of bokeh of the image, with a one-stage
training procedure. The DebsNet allows us to tap into the
bokeh generation process and attack the depth map that
is needed for generating realistic bokeh (i.e., adversarially
tuning the depth map) based on subsequent visual tasks. To
further improve the realisticity of the adversarial bokeh, we
propose depth-guided gradient-based attack to regularize
the gradient. We validate the proposed method on a popular
adversarial image classification dataset, i.e., NeurIPS-2017
DEV, and show that the proposed method can penetrate four
state-of-the-art (SOTA) image classification networks i.e.,
ResNet50, VGG, DenseNet, and MobileNetV2 with a high
success rate as well as high image quality. The adversarial examples obtained by AdvBokeh also exhibit high level
of transferability under black-box settings. Moreover, the
adversarially generated defocus blur images from the AdvBokeh can actually be capitalized to enhance the performance of SOTA defocus deblurring system, i.e., IFAN.

Figure 1. (Top) Real-world bokeh examples taken with DSLR at various
focal lengths and f -stops. (Bottom) Adversarial bokeh examples produced
by the proposed AdvBokeh can fool ResNet50 image classification.

aesthetically pleasing photographs. The images with the
bokeh effect draw the attention of the viewers by primarily
blurring the out-of-focus parts of the images while keeping
the focused parts sharply. This effect can wash out unnecessary image details such as cluttered background, which can
save the viewers from the messy information of the images
and emphasize the salient themes such as foreground person
or object of the images. However, “natural bokeh” (such as
examples shown in Fig. 1 top part) as a common and natural
phenomenon in photography may already reveal vulnerabilities in various visual image understanding tasks. For example, the natural bokeh effect may degrades the visual tasks
[6,33,36,43,46] such as image classification [6,33,43], object recognition [46], object detection [36], etc.
Due to its natural advantage and universality in photos,

1. Introduction
In photography, the shallow depth-of-field (DoF) effect
or the bokeh effect is an important technique to generate
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as well as potential adverse effects on multifarious visual
tasks, in this work, we aim to systematically study the bokeh
effect from a new angle, i.e., adversarial bokeh attack (AdvBokeh) that is purposed to add calculated and deceptive
information into the bokeh generation procedure and produce a natural bokeh-like adversarial example without any
human-noticeable noise artifacts. Adversarial bokeh examples are shown in Fig. 1 bottom part.
To allow this to happen, we need to tap into the bokeh
rendering mechanism and understand the inner workings.
There are mainly two ways to produce a bokeh effect, which
is either generated optically or through computational photography methods. To physically and optically produce the
bokeh effect, usually fast lenses (e.g., small f -stop prime
lenses used in Fig. 1) with large aperture in tandem with
high-end digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras or the
latest digital single-lens mirrorless (DSLM) cameras are
needed. The high barrier of entry has limited this option
largely to professionals. On the other hand, the latest smartphone manufacturers have tried to enable a computational
photography way of generating realistic bokeh effect on
consumer-level cell phone products, which strongly drives
research in this direction. The early works [39, 40, 52] put
emphasis on portrait photos, which neglects the bokeh effect generation for images in the wild. Soon afterward,
to extend the scope of applicable scenarios, some works
propose methods for wild scene bokeh effect rendering
[34, 35, 47, 48] and “AIM 2019 Challenge on Bokeh Effect
Synthesis” competitions [22] have been organized to foster the development of computational photography-based
bokeh effect synthesis. Recently, two state-of-the-art methods [5,21] have obtained a highly realistic bokeh effect with
a well-designed DNN and multi-stage training.
However, the aforementioned methods mainly suffer
from one or more of the following three problems during
the bokeh effect synthesis: ¶ The multi-stage training procedure is time-consuming. · Most of them can only focus
on the foreground objects and lack the refocusing flexibility. That is, they can not generate bokeh effect images that
focus on background objects. ¸ The bokeh effect generated by them has an obvious distinction from the realistic
one. To be more specific, the light spots in the all-in-focus
images should become lens flares in bokeh images. Most of
the previous methods do not achieve this effect.
To this end, in this paper, we propose a novel Depthguided Bokeh Synthesis Network (DebsNet) that is able to
flexibly and realistically synthesize, refocus, and adjust the
level of bokeh of the image, with a one-stage training procedure, and without using any specialized hardware. Specifically, the proposed method achieves high-realisticity bokeh
effect rendering by fusing the all-in-focus image and the
defocus blurred versions of it simultaneously. The blurred
versions of the all-in-focus image, which we term as the

blur templates, are generated by disk blur with various kernel sizes and gamma correction. Our method has four main
advantages: ¶ The network is trained end-to-end in one
stage, which is time-efficient. · The depth guidance offers
the method the flexibility to refocus onto arbitrary objects
according to the depth map. ¸ Through well-designed preprocessing of the blur templates, the generated bokeh effect
can exhibit realistic and aesthetically pleasing lens flare effects. ¹ The degree of bokeh is adjustable for that we can
generate blur templates with varying blur degrees.
The proposed DebsNet allows us to dig into the bokeh
generation process and adversarially tune the depth map
that is needed for generating realistic bokeh based on subsequent visual tasks. To further improve the realisticity of the adversarial bokeh, we propose a depth-guided
gradient-based attack to regularize the gradient. We validate the proposed method on a popular adversarial image
classification dataset, i.e., NeurIPS-2017 DEV, and show
that the proposed method can penetrate four state-of-theart (SOTA) image classification networks i.e., ResNet50,
VGG, DenseNet, and MobileNetV2 with high success rates
as well as high image quality. Moreover, the adversarially
generated defocus blur images from the AdvBokeh can actually be capitalized to enhance the performance of SOTA
defocus deblurring system, i.e., IFAN.
The contributions are summarized as follow:
¶ We propose a novel Depth-guided Bokeh Synthesis
Network (DebsNet). The method has the capability to flexibly and realistically synthesize, refocus, and adjust the level
of bokeh. The training procedure is one-stage.
· We reveal that the “natural bokeh” effect can already
negatively impact various visual tasks and then propose the
depth-guided bokeh attack, i.e., AdvBokeh for image classification tasks by tapping into the bokeh generation process via the proposed DebsNet. The generated bokeh attack images can further improve the performance of defocus deblurring systems, demonstrating that the adversarially
learned defocused image can be further capitalized for enhancing downstream visual tasks.
¸ The adversarial attack experiments are conducted on
a popular adversarial image classification dataset, showing
that the proposed method can penetrate four SOTA image
classification networks with high success rates as well as
maintain high image quality compared to two SOTA defocus blur synthesis methods. The adversarial examples obtained by AdvBokeh also exhibit high level of transferability under black-box settings. Moreover, the adversarially
generated defocus blur images from the AdvBokeh can actually be capitalized to enhance the performance of SOTA
defocus deblurring system.
Social impact. We envision that our method could be used
in numerous applications including creative uses in the photography or generation of realistic training data. The attack
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method, if maliciously used by an adversary, may cause
harm to the digital media. The study herewithin attempts
to expose potential vulnerabilities of the neural network
with the natural photography phenomenon, alerting the researchers to improve the robustness of the neural network.

which contains 5K shallow DoF image pairs captured using
the Canon 7D DSLR. They propose PyNET-based architecture with multi-stage training to render the bokeh effect.
Dutta et al. [5] proposes an end-to-end deep multi-scale hierarchical network (DMSHN) for the bokeh effect rendering of images captured from the monocular camera.
These methods suffer from several defects such as lack
of refocusing flexibility, require time-consuming multistage training, unrealistic bokeh effect, etc.

2. Related Work
DoF rendering. DoF rendering plays an important role
in realistic image synthesis. A number of works [15, 27,
42, 50, 53] have tried using ray tracing or light field rendering to synthesis realistic bokeh effect images. Most
of these methods need accurate 3D scene information and
are time-consuming. To achieve a realistic bokeh effect
on single RGB images captured by the monocular camera, early works [39, 40, 52] first take portrait as the target of bokeh effect rendering. To generate realistic portraiture which contains different image rendering styles on
foreground and background, Shen et al. [40] proposes a
fully automatic portrait segmentation technique by utilizing FCN [30]. With the accurate segmentation map, they
can easily apply DoF rendering in the background. Shen
et al. [39] first use trimap labeling which clearly distinct
foreground, background and unknown pixels. Then they
use an image matting module to further segment foreground
and background, which is the expansion of [40]. To get a
detailed and accurate depth map, Xu et al. [52] first use a
learning-based method to achieve a coarse depth map of the
input image and then refine it with spatial propagation networks (SPN) [29]. They propose using conditional random
field (CRF) [57] and image matting to blur the background
of the all-in-focus image. They also use a spatially-variant
recursive neural network to learn and accelerate the rendering process. However, the previous methods put emphasis
on portrait photos, which neglects the bokeh effect generation for images in the wild.
To expand the application domain of DoF rendering, recently researchers proposed a lot of works [5,21,34,47,48].
Wang et al. [48] proposes a neural network with a depth
estimation module, a lens blur module and a guided upsampling module to render the bokeh effect on high-resolution
images. Wadhwa et al. [47] present a system to computationally synthesize bokeh effect images by utilizing a
person segmentation network to distinct foreground and
background. They also propose an algorithm for dense
depth maps generation with dual-pixel auto-focus hardware,
which can be used to render wild scene images. Purohit et al. [34] propose a method that computes depth map
and saliency map first and then uses a densely connected
encoder-decoder backbone with a pyramid pooling module to generate spatially-aware dynamic filters to render the
bokeh effect. Ignatov et al. [21] present a large-scale bokeh
dataset named “Everything is Better with Bokeh!” (EBB!),

Unrestricted attack. Adversarial attacks that generate Lp norm perturbations have obvious noises and are now considered unrealistic. Recent works [1,2,7,13,18,38,51] have
tried to put emphasis on generating unrestricted adversarial images, which will not raise the suspicion of the people.
From this point of view, the unrestricted adversarial images
make more sense in practical use scenarios.
The attacks mainly focus on three categories: geometric
transformation, color modification and photography effect.
A few works exploit image deformations to construct adversarial attacks [1,7,51]. The images do not contain unnatural
noise. However, image distortion is not natural when applying to images with straight edges. Some works have tried
to do semantic adversarial attacks by modifying the color of
the object in the image [2,18,38,56]. However, the colors of
some objects in the adversarial attacked images defy common sense and look very fake (e.g., yellow river, purple tree,
etc.). Guo et al. [13] propose an adversarial attack method
that can generate visually natural motion-blurred adversarial examples, which mimics a type of photographic effect
with high fidelity. However, the method did not consider
the depth information of the image, and cannot be extended
to generating defocus blur.

3. Proposed Depth-guided Bokeh Synthesis
3.1. Motivation
Although existing bokeh effect rendering methods have
achieved impressive photography effects, they still face two
main problems: ¶ Existing bokeh effect rendering methods mainly design data-driven end-to-end networks by using loss functions such as L1 loss, SSIM loss, perceptual
loss, etc., to supervise the training procedure. They hope
that the neural network can learn the bokeh effect directly,
which ignores the physical principle and may fail when uncovered data appears. For example, they usually introduce
some special effects (e.g., lens flare) of bokeh that are different from blur. To solve this issue, we regard the bokeh
effect rendering as an image blending problem. The blending materials are an all-in-focus image and its blur versions
(i.e., blur templates). We can generate blur templates that
approximate the physical model of bokeh as candidates for
blending, which guarantees that the synthetic result is close
to the realistic one. · Existing bokeh effect rendering meth3

[48]. The intensity of map D ranges within [0, 1] and the
depth value of foreground is close to 1 while the depth value
of the background is close to 0. We are able to obtain the
blur template Î ∈ RH×W ×3 of the all-in-focus image I with
blur template generation operation T (·) and the kernel size
of the disk blur (i.e., k) [37]
Î = T (I, k).

(1)

We then generate N blur templates {Î1 , Î2 , . . . , ÎN } by
N
{Îi }N
i=1 = {T (I, ki )}i=1 . with N kernel sizes (i.e.,
{k1 , k2 , . . . , kN }) where N ≥ 1 depends on the actual situation. Intuitively, we are able to generate blur templates
with varying blur degrees according to various kernel sizes.
The blur templates with different blur degrees can be used to
fit the bokeh effect with different depths (as shown in Fig. 9
(R)). With the all-in-focus image I, its estimated depth map
D, and its blur templates {Îi }N
i=1 , the bokeh effect rendering problem can be formulated as

Figure 2. Architectures and training pipeline of Depth-guided Bokeh Synthesis Network (DebsNet). As detailed in §3.2, the encoder-decoder takes
depth map as input and generates weight maps. Then the all-in-focus candidate branch and the defocus blur candidates branch use the weight maps
to blend the depth-map-guided all-in-focus images and blur templates, obtaining the prediction bokeh image. The network finally calculates the loss
by comparing predicted and ground truth bokeh images.

Ĩ = B(I, {Îi }N
i=1 , D),

(2)

where Ĩ denotes the predicted bokeh image and B(·) denotes the bokeh effect rendering operation. In a bokeh image, the focused object is clear and sharp while the object
out of focus is blurred. Suppose we need to focus on objects
in the foreground (as the existing bokeh dataset provided).
Then, an intuitive idea is to directly blend the foreground of
all-in-focus image I and the background of blur templates
{Îi }N
i=1 . As a result, we can get the final bokeh effect image. To this end, we first pre-process I and {Îi }N
i=1 according to the depth map with the following formula to make it
easier for the network to learn the fusion weight.

Figure 3. (L-R) all-in-focus image, image with disk blur effect, image
with disk blur and gamma correction effect, image with disk blur, gamma
correction and padding effect.

I0 = I

Figure 4. (L-R) blur templates with kernel sizes 13, 21, 29, 37.

Î0i
ods take all-in-focus images as input and learn a mapping
function to produce foreground-focus images. This makes
them lack the capability of refocusing on the other objects
(e.g., background objects). To alleviate this issue, we employ the depth map to guide the fusion of the all-in-focus
image and its blur templates. As a result, the network
is able to refocus on anywhere of the image according to
the adjustable depth map. To summarize, we propose the
Depth-guided Bokeh Synthesis Network (DebsNet) that has
the flexibility of refocus and can render the bokeh effect
close to the physical model, to be introduced in §3.2.

= Îi

D,
(1 − D), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N },

(3)
(4)

where ‘ ’ means the element-wise multiplication, I0 and
{Î0i }N
i=1 denote the images for blending. With the formula
(3) and (4), we can generate different I0 and {Î0i }N
i=1 according to the adjustable depth map, which allows the network
to focus on anywhere of the image.
The fusion weight estimation network ϕ(·) takes the
depth map D as input and outputs fusion weight maps WA
0
0 N
and {WBi }N
i=1 respectively for I and {Îi }i=1 . The fusion
weight maps are generated only according to the depth map
and are irrelevant to the all-in-focus image, which shows the
refocus ability of our method. The formula is

3.2. Depth-Map-Aware Bokeh Generation


{WBi }N
i=1 , WA = ϕ(D).

Given an all-in-focus image I ∈ RH×W ×3 with intensity range of [0, 255], we first estimate its depth map
D ∈ RH×W with a pre-trained depth estimation network

(5)

Here, we rewrite the output in (5) to WA = ϕ(D)N +1 and
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{WBi }N
i=1 = ϕ(D)1,...,N . Then we can rewrite (2) to
Ĩ = B(I, {Îi }N
i=1 , D) = WA

I0 +

N
X

Î0i

(6)

(1 − D))

(7)

WBi

i=1

= WA

(I

D) +

N
X

WBi

(Îi

i=1

= ϕ(D)N +1

(I

D) +

Figure 5. The curve of SL(·).
N
X

ϕ(D)i

(Îi

Figure 6. The artifacts in the bokeh image that generated without refinement.

(1 − D)) (8)

i=1

Furthermore, since our method renders the bokeh effect by
blending all-in-focus image and blur templates with fusion
weight map estimated from the depth map, the degree of
the bokeh is determined by the degree of the blur templates.
That means the degree of the bokeh is adjustable according to our preferences, which is another advantage of our
method. The framework is shown in Fig. 2. The network
uses an encoder-decoder to estimate the fusion weights for
separately processing the all-in-focus image and blur templates in candidate branches and blending them.

Figure 7. (L-R): top: depth image, bottom: all-in-focus image; new blur
template (i.e., blur template with erosion), masked blur template without
erosion, masked blur template with erosion. The mask is used to better
demonstrate the difference between bokeh images w and w/o erosion.

small and the bokeh effect is not obvious. We think that it
is because of the distinction between the depth values of the
foreground and background objects in the depth map is not
large enough and the depth values of the background objects are too large, which makes the network hard to learn
the fusion weight. To increase the difference between foreground and background in the depth map, we design the
following process. We first square the values of the depth
map to make the values smaller. Then we process the depth
map with an operation named SL. SL(·) is a Sigmoid-like
1
mapping function. The formula is y = 1+e−(x−0.5)∗15
and
function curve is shown in Fig. 5.

Blur template generation T (·). To synthesize almost realistic bokeh effect by our method, the quality of the blur templates is very important. In general, the bokeh effect can be
approximated as applying disk blur on all-in-focus images.
However, just rendering with disk blur is still not realistic
enough. Compared with the blur effect, a good bokeh effect
rendering method should transform a point of light that is
blurred as a lens flare. In addition to disk blur, we add an
extra gamma correction [8] to simulate this effect.
Given an all-in-focus image I ∈ RH×W ×3 , we aim to
generate the blur template Î with operation T (·). To implement function T (·), ¶ we pad the all-in-focus image I with
kernel size k, where k is the size of disk blur. · we apply
gamma correction with gamma value g(g > 1) to make the
image appear lighter. ¸ we apply disk blur of kernel size k
on the processed image. ¹ we apply inverse gamma correction (i.e., gamma value is 1/g) on the image. º we unpad
the image with kernel size k. The operation of padding and
gamma correction are necessary. We show the effectiveness
of these two operations in Fig. 3 as an ablation study. As
we can see in Fig. 3, disk blur partially reaches the effect of
bokeh. Compared with that, the image with disk blur and
gamma correction has clear and aesthetically pleasing lens
flares, which improves the realistic and aesthetic feeling of
the image. However, there exist unnatural artifacts at the
edges of the image. That is why we use padding operation
to pre-process the image first and unpad it at last. The final
result has no unnatural artifacts. We also demonstrate blur
templates with different kernel sizes in Fig. 4.

Refinement with padding and erosion. As shown in
Fig. 6, we find that the output has two kinds of artifacts:
the artifact in the edge of the image (shown in the yellow
box) and the blur effect of the focus area spreads to the outof-focus area (shown in red box). The solution to the first
artifact is the same as dealing with the artifact caused by
disk blur when generating a blur template. That is, we use
padding and unpadding to deal with this artifact.
For the second artifact, we need to suppress the diffusion blur of the focus area in the blur template according
to the depth map. Thus we add erosion operation into the
generation of the blur template. To be specific, ¶ in our observation, most of the values of the focus region in the depth
map D are bigger than 0.6. Thus we set the values in the
depth map larger than or equal to 0.6 to 1 and values in the
depth map smaller than 0.6 to 0 to generate new depth map
D0 for distinguishing focused and out-of-focus areas (i.e.,
D0 i,j = 1 if Di,j ≥ 0.6, D0 i,j = 0 if Di,j < 0.6, where
Di,j (1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤ W ) represents the (i,j) location of D). · Generate out-of-focus area Ioof by elementwise multiplying all-in-focus image I with (1 − D0 ) (i.e.,
Ioof = I (1−D0 )). ¸ Set the area that needs to be focused
(i.e., the area with value 1 in the depth map) of image I to be

Depth map pre-process. We use Deeplens [48] to generate the depth map D of the all-in-focus image I. According
to our observation, if we use the depth map D directly, the
estimated fusion weight for the blur template image Î are
5

white color and erode the image to generate erosion image
Iero with kernel size k (i.e., Ii,j = 255 if D0 i,j is 1, Iero =
Erosion(I, k)). ¹ Element-wise multiply erosion image
Iero with the depth map D0 to achieve processed focus area
If (i.e., If = Iero D0 ). º Combine Ioof and If together
to achieve image Ip and apply the blur template generation
procedure T (·) (i.e., Ip = If +Ioof , Ĩp = T (Ip )). » Apply
the blur template generation procedure T (·) to the all-infocus image I (i.e., Ĩb = T (I)). ¼ Set the area that needs to
be focused (i.e., the area with value 1 in the depth map D0 )
of image I to be black color and combine it with Ip together
to obtain the final Ĩ (i.e., Ĩpi,j = 0 if D0 i,j is 1, Ĩ = Ĩb + Ĩp ).
As shown in Fig. 7, we show the new blur template and the
difference between blur templates with and without erosion
operation. Here we mask the focus area to show the difference better. We can find that the blur template with erosion
operation has less diffusion blur of the focus area than the
blur template without erosion operation.

the depth map is with noise, the rendered bokeh images look
natural. This method avoids adding suspicious noise in the
bokeh image directly by transforming the attack noise in the
depth map to the inconspicuous bokeh effect.
However, simply applying a gradient-based attack on the
depth map ignores an important characteristic of the bokeh
image (i.e., the object in the focus region is clear). With an
intuitive idea that the variation in the clear region attracts
more attention than variation in a blurred region, we aim
to reduce the variation on the focus region and propose a
depth-guided gradient-based attack on the depth map. That
is, under the assumption that the foreground is the focus region, the attack perturbation on the foreground of the depth
map should be smaller than that on the background. We obtain the attacked depth map D∗ = D+δ (1−D) with the
same objective as in (9). The depth-guided gradient-based
attack brings less variation to the bokeh image while almost
maintaining the attack success rate (see §5.4).
Although the noise in the depth map is hidden and
becomes imperceptible during the bokeh generation process, we propose a smooth gradient-based attack method
to further avoid the influence of the noise and maintain the
smoothness of the depth map, which will lead to a more natural bokeh effect. To be specific, we propose to change the
value of gradient ∇Di,j (1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤ j ≤ W ) of depth
map D ∈ RH×W according to its neighbors. The number
of neighbors used for reference is depend on l, where l is
the kernel size of the smooth function S(·). In detail, the
value ∇Di,j is changed according to ∇Di±(l/2),j±(l/2) . We
obtain the attacked depth map D∗ = D + S(δ, l) with the
same objective function in (9).

Limitation. ¶ Since the blur template generation procedure uses disk blur, thus the generation of blur templates is
time-consuming when the kernel size of disk blur is large.
· Since the DebsNet is depth-guided, thus the quality of the
depth map significantly influences the final bokeh effect. A
bad depth map may lead to unnatural bokeh rendering.

4. Proposed Adversarial Bokeh Attack
With the depth-guided bokeh effect rendering method,
we aim to reveal the vulnerability of neural networks under
the bokeh effect. To attack the neural network, we suggest
modifying the depth map instead of directly attacking the
rendered bokeh image. Compared with directly applying
attacks on the bokeh images, the attack on depth maps will
not lead to suspicious noises in the generated bokeh images.
The attacks are embedded into the bokeh generation procedure. We take the image classification task as an example to
show the degradation of a neural network with our proposed
adversarial bokeh attack method. Please note that in the image classification task, the objects that need to be classified
are in the foreground under most situations, thus we default
setting the foreground as the focus region.
Given a pretrained CNN (i.e., φ(·)) for image classification task, an all-in-focus image I and its depth map D. We
first propose simply applying gradient-based attack on φ(·)
to achieve attacked depth map D∗ = D + δ by optimizing
the objective function

5. Experiments
We verify the effectiveness of our method from three aspects: the bokeh effect (§5.3), the attack success rate (§5.4),
and the improvement to down-stream task (§5.5).

5.1. Target Model
We take two state-of-the-art bokeh effect rendering
methods (i.e., DMSHN [5] and PyNET [21]) as the baseline for bokeh effect comparison. For attack task, we
take ResNet50 [16], VGG [41], MobileNetV2 [19], and
DenseNet [20] as the target model for adversarial attack.
We also take other unrestricted attack methods as the baseline to compare the attack performance and image similarity. For potential downstream tasks, we aim to improve
the performance of the state-of-the-art defocus deblurring
method [25].

∗
δ = arg max J (φ(B(I, {Îi }N
i=1 , D + δ )), y),
δ∗

subject to kδ ∗ kp ≤ ,

(9)

5.2. Experimental Setup
where J (·) denotes the cross-entropy loss function with y
being the annotation of the all-in-focus image I. By directly
applying gradient-based attack on the depth map, although

Implementation details. We use kernel prediction network
(KPN) [32] for implementing the function ϕ(·) to predict
6

Table 1. Comparison between DebsNet and other state-of-the-art bokeh effect rendering methods and the ablation study. The top-1 , top-2 and top-3
value of each metric for different types of DebsNet models are colored respectively.

PSNR ↑
SSIM ↑
LPIPS ↓

PyNET

DMSHN

DebsNet-w/o-dm

DebsNet-w-dm

DebsNet-w-pad

DebsNet-w-dp-pad

DebsNet-w-ero-dp-pad

20.095
0.7469
0.1981

23.2458
0.8049
0.1327

20.7692
0.7314
0.2103

21.5022
0.7485
0.1897

21.4692
0.7488
0.1895

20.9719
0.7388
0.2213

22.4697
0.7603
0.2529

Figure 8. Bokeh effect comparison. The focused objects of “DebsNet-w/o-dm” are blur while they are clear in “DebsNet-w-dm”, shows the effectiveness
of Formula (3) and (4). Results of “DebsNet-w-pad” have no artifacts in the edge of the images. Compared with results of “DebsNet-w-pad”, “DebsNet-wdp-pad” have more obvious bokeh effect. Compared with results of “DebsNet-w-dp-pad”, “DebsNet-w-ero-dp-pad” have less blur diffusion of the focused
object. Compared with state-of-the-art bokeh rendering methods PyNET and DMSHN, our method generates bokeh images with more obvious bokeh effect.
Table 2. Comparison of the defocus deblurring performance between
IFAN and our finetuned IFAN (i.e., F-IFAN).

the fusion weight maps. The gamma value of the gamma
correction is 2.2. We use the Adam [23] with the learning
rate of 0.0002 to optimize network parameters. The loss
function used by us is L1 loss. We use one blur template
and the variable k of disk blur is 37. The depth map of each
all-in-focus image is estimated by using Deeplens [48].

PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
IFAN
25.36620 0.78885 0.21739
F-IFAN (ours) 25.39146 0.78905 0.21946

Datasets. There are several datasets involved in our experiment. Ignatov et al. [21] open-source the “Everything is
Better with Bokeh!” (EBB!) dataset which used in AIM
2020 Bokeh Effect Synthesis Challenge. The dataset contains 4694 pairs of bokeh and bokeh-free images captured
using a narrow aperture (f/16) and a high aperture (f/1.8).
The resolution of images is around 1024×1536 pixels. This
dataset is used by us for the training and testing of the bokeh
effect rendering network. We use the NeurIPS-2017 DEV
dataset [24] as the testing dataset for the classification task,
which contains 1000 ImageNet-like images and is used by
NIPS 2017 adversarial attacks and defenses competition.
For downstream tasks, we use the dual-pixel defocus deblurring (DPDD) dataset. The DPDD dataset provides 500
dual-pixel images captured a Canon EOS 5D Mark IV.

experiments were run on an Ubuntu 16.04 system with an
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2699 with 196 GB of RAM, with
an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU of 32G RAM.

5.3. Bokeh Effect
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation. In this section,
we compare our method to the current two state-of-the-art
bokeh rendering methods (i.e., DMSHN [5] and PyNET
[21]) that were designed and tuned specifically for the considered problem. The quantitative results on comparing
with state-of-the-art results and the ablation study are shown
in Table 1. In the first row, the “PyNET” and “DMSHN”
represent [21] and [5] respectively. “DebsNet-w/o-dm” and
“DebsNet-w-dm” mean the DebsNet without using depth
map-guided operation introduced in Formula (3), (4) and
with depth map-guided operation. We can find that the
PSNR, SSIM and LPIPS results of “DebsNet-w-dm” are all
higher than “DebsNet-w/o-dm”, which means the operation
is necessary and make it easier for the network to learn the
fusion weight. Please note that “DebsNet-w-dm” is the basic framework proposed by us. Based on “DebsNet-w-dm”,
we further improve the it with depth map preprocess (i.e.,
“dp”), padding and unpadding refinement (i.e., “pad”), erosion refinement (i.e., “ero”). We can find that “DebsNet-

Metrics. To measure the similarity between prediction and
ground truth bokeh images, we use peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity [17] (SSIM) and learned
perceptual image patch similarity [55] (LPIPS) as the metric. PSNR is the most commonly used measurement for the
reconstruction quality of lossy compression. SSIM is used
for measuring the similarity between two images. LPIPS
is a well-known metric that uses the features of neural networks to judge the similarity of images. Higher means further/more different and lower means more similar. All the
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w-ero-dp-pad” has the best results in the ablation study. It
is also much better than “PyNET” and a bit weaker than
“DMSHN”. Please note that, contrary to our expectation,
neither of the metrics (i.e., PSNR, SSIM, LPIPS) work on
the bokeh effect rendering problem. Their values serve only
as a rough guide. Thus we have to rely on the actual visual
results for further evaluation.
As shown in Fig. 8, the focused objects of “DebsNetw/o-dm” are blur while they are clear in “DebsNet-w-dm”,
showing the effectiveness of (3)(4). Results of “DebsNetw-pad” have no artifacts on the edge of the images. Compared with the results of “DebsNet-w-pad”, “DebsNet-wdp-pad” have more obvious bokeh effect. Compared with
the results of “DebsNet-w-dp-pad”, “DebsNet-w-ero-dppad” have less blur diffusion of the focused object.
In the comparison with the state-of-the-art bokeh rendering methods, we find that they may not generate obvious
bokeh effects, which can not wash out unnecessary image
details and generate aesthetic images. Furthermore, the degrees of their generated bokeh effect are very similar to the
ground truth bokeh images. This phenomenon verifies that
they only learn the mapping function according to the training dataset, limiting their flexibility and expansibility.

“sm-gda”). Here we use projected gradient descent [31]
(PGD) as the gradient-based attack method to attack the
bokeh images. For gradient-based attacked bokeh image
and depth-guided gradient-based attacked bokeh image, the
maximum perturbation for each pixel (i.e., ) is 0.0005, the
number of attack iterations is 50. For smooth gradientbased attacked bokeh image, the  is 0.04. We can find that
the bokeh image naturally degrades the models (29.7% decrease in average). We also observe this degradation in the
result of “PyNET” and “DMSHN”, with 50.3% and 36.9%
decrease respectively. Compared with the natural degradation, our method significantly decrease the accuracy to almost 0% on all four models. With a similar decrease, we
further calculate the image similarity between bokeh images and attacked bokeh images between all-in-focus images. We can find that “dp-gda” always achieve more similar results than “gda”. “sm-gda” is a little worse than them.
Finally, we compare our method with other state-of-the-art
unrestricted attacks (i.e., ColorFool [38] and ACE [56]) on
ResNet50. We can find that our method not only generates more similar results to all-in-focus images than other
methods but also achieve a higher attack success rate, which
shows the effectiveness of our method.

Refocus ability and adjustable bokeh degree. Compared
with other bokeh effect rendering methods, one of the advantages is the refocus ability of our framework. As shown
in Fig. 9(L), we can adjust the depth map to determine
where to focus. If we set the estimated depth map D as
the input of pre-trained DebsNet, it will focus on the foreground. In contrast, if we use (1 − D) as input, it will focus
on the background. The figure shows the refocus ability of
our method. We can also use formula D = |M − D|(0 ≤
M ≤ 1) to modify D for refocusing on anywhere in the allin-focus image. Furthermore, by using blur templates with
different degrees, we can adjust the bokeh degree of the outof-focus area. We demonstrate the bokeh degree adjustable
results in Fig. 9(R). Here we use the blur template generated
by kernel sizes 13, 37, 69 of disk blur to show the bokeh effect of different degrees with the same pre-trained DebsNet.
We can find that with a higher degree of blur template, the
degree of the bokeh image is higher.

Transferability. We evaluate the attack transferability. As
shown in Table 4, the first column shows our attack methods (i.e., gda, dp-gda, sm-gda) and the baselines (i.e., ColorFool and ACE). They all attack the ResNet50 model to
obtain attacked images and test them separately on VGG,
DenseNet and MobileNetV2. The values are the test accuracy and the lower value means better transferability of
the attack method. We can find that our attack method has
better attack transferability than ColorFool and ACE.

5.5. Defocus Deblurring Task Improvement
Moreover, the adversarial attacked bokeh images generated by our method can be used for downstream tasks
as effective data augmentation. Here we take the state-ofthe-art defocus deblurring method IFAN [26] as an example. Our method find hard defocus examples for the defocus deblurring task. The training dataset used by them is
DPDD. We use our method to generate adversarial attacked
bokeh images according to the training images of DPDD
and the same loss of IFAN. Then we collect the attacked
images and original training images together to fine-tune
the model of IFAN. As shown in Table 2, we compare the
IFAN model with our fine-tuned model (i.e., “F-IFAN”) on
the test dataset of DPDD. We can find that the deblurred
images generated by our model achieve higher similarity
with the ground truth all-in-focus images than IFAN, which
shows the effectiveness of our attack method on improving
the defocus deblurring task.

5.4. Adversarial Attack Accuracy
We apply gradient-based attack, depth-guided gradientbased attack, and smooth gradient-based attack on four
pre-trained models (ResNet50, VGG, MobileNetV2 and
DenseNet) with dataset NeurIPS-2017 DEV. As shown in
Table 3, we demonstrate the accuracy of each model to
the all-in-focus images (i.e., “all-in-focus” or “aif” for
short), bokeh image generated by DebsNet (i.e., “bokeh”),
gradient-based attacked bokeh image (i.e., “gda”), depthguided gradient-based attacked bokeh image (i.e., “dpgda”), smooth gradient-based attacked bokeh image (i.e.,
8

Table 3. The performance of the attack method on four models and the NeurIPS-2017 DEV dataset. The similarity between the attacked bokeh images
and the all-in-focus images. “aif” means all-in-focus image. “bokeh” means bokeh image generated by DebsNet. “sm-gda”, “gda” and “dp-gda” mean
smooth gradient-based attacked bokeh image, gradient-based attacked bokeh image and depth-guided gradient-based attacked bokeh image, respectively.
The top-1 , top-2 and top-3 value of each metric in each target model is colored respectively. The same values with different colors are actually different,
they look the same is due to the limitation of the decimal places.
aif

ResNet50
bokeh sm-gda
gda

Acc. ↓ 0.923 0.638
PSNR ↑ \ 20.9719
SSIM ↑ \ 0.7388
LPIPS ↓ \ 0.2213

0.016
20.6018
0.6715
0.3387

0.015
20.6771
0.6750
0.3384

dp-gda

aif

VGG
bokeh sm-gda

0.015 0.890 0.577
20.6775 \ 20.9719
0.6750 \ 0.7388
0.3384 \ 0.2213

0.019
20.6111
0.6712
0.3375

gda
0.016
20.6862
0.6752
0.3383

dp-gda

aif

DenseNet
bokeh sm-gda
gda

0.016 0.946 0.676
20.6862 \ 20.9719
0.6752 \ 0.7388
0.3383 \ 0.2213

0.008
20.6058
0.6711
0.3388

0.008
20.6855
0.6752
0.3383

dp-gda

aif

MobileNetV2
bokeh sm-gda
gda

0.008 0.885 0.565
20.6862 \ 20.9719
0.6752 \ 0.7388
0.3383 \ 0.2213

0.007
20.6296
0.6719
0.3377

0.004
20.6842
0.6749
0.3383

ResNet50
dp-gda ColorFool ACE
0.004
0.123 0.124
20.6845 17.32 16.14
0.6749 0.7457 0.7858
0.3383 0.2335 0.2503

Figure 9. (L) Refocus ability, (R) bokeh degree adjustability of DebsNet.
Table 4. Attack transferability evaluation. The images are obtained by
attacking ResNet50 and test on VGG, DenseNet and MobileNetV2. Lower
value means better transferability.

Acc. ↓

VGG DenseNet MobiNetV2

bokeh
gda
dp-gda
sm-gda

0.577
0.523
0.522
0.524

0.676
0.606
0.604
0.602

0.565
0.512
0.511
0.515

ColorFool 0.698
0.545
ACE

0.838
0.741

0.566
0.453

A. Appendices
A.1. Visualization of Erosion Refinement
As shown in Fig. 10, to make it easier for understanding,
we provide the intermediate products of the erosion refinement procedure. This demonstration will give an intuitive
feeling of the refinement procedure proposed by us.
We paste the erosion refinement procedure here for convenience.
To be specific, ¶ in our observation, most of the values of the focus region in the depth map D are bigger than
0.6. Thus we set the values in the depth map larger than or
equal to 0.6 to 1 and values in the depth map smaller than
0.6 to 0 to generate new depth map D0 for distinguishing
focused and out-of-focus areas (i.e., D0 i,j = 1 if Di,j ≥
0.6, D0 i,j = 0 if Di,j < 0.6, where Di,j (1 ≤ i ≤ H, 1 ≤
j ≤ W ) represents the (i,j) location of D). · Generate outof-focus area Ioof by element-wise multiplying all-in-focus
image I with (1 − D0 ) (i.e., Ioof = I (1 − D0 )). ¸ Set the
area that needs to be focused (i.e., the area with value 1 in
the depth map) of image I to be white color and erode the
image to generate erosion image Iero with kernel size k (i.e.,
Ii,j = 255 if D0 i,j is 1, Iero = Erosion(I, k)). ¹ Elementwise multiply erosion image Iero with the depth map D0
to achieve processed focus area If (i.e., If = Iero D0 ).
º Combine Ioof and If together to achieve image Ip and
apply the blur template generation procedure T (·) (i.e.,
Ip = If + Ioof , Ĩp = T (Ip )). » Apply the blur template
generation procedure T (·) to the all-in-focus image I (i.e.,

6. Conclusions.
In this paper, we propose a depth-guided bokeh synthesis network (DebsNet) which overcomes the defects (i.e.,
refocus disability and physical unrelated bokeh) of the existing bokeh effect rendering methods. Based on DebsNet,
we are able to research the attack feasibility of the bokeh
effect on revealing the vulnerability of the neural networks
in visual understanding tasks. Furthermore, we demonstrate
the usage of the attacked images as the data augmentation
for downstream tasks. In the future, we aim to introduce
GAN into the framework for more realistic bokeh rendering. Moreover, the proposed AdvBokeh can potentially be
used as a supplementary to existing degradation-mimetic
adversarial attacks that are not based on additive perturbations, such as adversarial motion blur [12, 13], adversarial
weather elements [9, 54], lighting conditions [4, 11, 44, 45],
and other attack modalities [3, 10, 14, 28, 49].
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Table 6. Attack transferability evaluation. The images are obtained by
attacking DenseNet and testing on ResNet50, VGG, and MobileNetV2. A
lower value means better transferability.

ResNet50

DenseNet

MobileNetV2

bokeh
gda
dp-gda
sm-gda

0.638
0.586
0.587
0.592

0.676
0.643
0.646
0.646

0.565
0.507
0.506
0.513

ColorFool
ACE

0.659
0.578

0.818
0.771

0.536
0.512

ResNet50

VGG

MobileNetV2

bokeh
gda
dp-gda
sm-gda

0.638
0.540
0.540
0.555

0.577
0.528
0.529
0.534

0.565
0.514
0.515
0.521

ColorFool
ACE

0.500
0.551

0.634
0.559

0.455
0.494

Table 7. Attack transferability evaluation. The images are obtained by
attacking MobileNetV2 and testing on ResNet50, VGG, and DenseNet. A
lower value means better transferability.

Figure 10. The intermediate products of the erosion refinement procedure.
Table 5. Attack transferability evaluation. The images are obtained by
attacking VGG and testing on ResNet50, DenseNet, and MobileNetV2. A
lower value means better transferability.

Acc. ↓

Acc. ↓

Acc. ↓

ResNet50

VGG

DenseNet

bokeh
gda
dp-gda
sm-gda

0.638
0.593
0.591
0.587

0.577
0.528
0.528
0.532

0.676
0.634
0.63
0.628

ColorFool
ACE

0.730
0.578

0.742
0.556

0.871
0.758

fine-tuned model). We can find that the fine-tuned model
achieves more clear results than IFAN.

Ĩb = T (I)). ¼ Set the area that needs to be focused (i.e.,
the area with value 1 in the depth map D0 ) of image I to
be black color and combine it with Ip together to obtain the
final Ĩ (i.e., Ĩpi,j = 0 if D0 i,j is 1, Ĩ = Ĩb + Ĩp ).
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